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When chided for agreeing to make his first trip to the United States as part

of a Zionist delegation, rather than as a representative of Clerman science,

L,instein replied to his colleague Fritz Haber, the Nobel Prize lvinner in

chen-ristry:

Despite mv expressed internationalist orientation, I nevertheless alr'vays

consider it nry duty to intervene on behalf of n-ry persecuted and morally

oppresseci tribal colleagues, as nruch as is in my po\'ver. I therefore gladly

agreed Ito the request to travel to the United States with a Zionist delega-

tion l, u,ithout debating for more than fir 'e minutes, although I had jr-rst

turnecl clorvn all the Anrericain universities. This therefore is rtrther an act

of loyalty than one of disloyalty. The prospect of erecting a Iervish univer-

sity in particular fi l ls me lvith special joy, since I have recently seen nllmer-

ous examples of the perfidious ancl loveless manner in r.vhich one treats

splendid young fervs and seeks to sever their eclucational possibil it ies. I

cor,rld also l ist other events of the past year that rvould have to drive a self-

respecting lelv to take Jewish soliclarity more seriously thtrn seemed proper

and niitural in earlier da1,s.

A ferv days later Einstein reiterated in a letter to his close friend Heinrich

Zangger: "On Sunday it 's off to America. Not only to speak at universities,

which will happen as \,!'ell, but for the founding of the lewish university in

Ierusalem. I feel the keen need to do something fbr this cause."

Thus, Albert Einstein, who had received numerous invittrtiot-ts to lec-

ture in America over the preceding few years, traveled from Berlin via

the Netherlands in the spring of 1921 with a full agenda and schedule: he

would spend most of his time accompanying Chairn Weizmann on a tour

of East Coast cities, making numerous, brief appearances at large gather-

ings intended to arouse enthusiasm for the lewish colony in Palestine and

its planned cultural and educational institutions. In addition, Einstein was

to deliver a series of lectures at Princeton (Jniversity on his contributions

to modern physics.

Einstein had been propelled to international fame in the fall of 1919, at

age forty, with the confirmation of his general theory of relativity by two
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teams <tf Ilritish astronomers who had observed the l9t9 solar eclipse and
produced evidence confirming Einstein's prediction of light Lrending in the
vicinity of massive objects. He had been celebrated as the greatest physicist
of the twentieth century orr the front pages of all major American and Eu-
ropean newspapers.

As one of only a handful of German scientists who had publicly criti-
cized Gerntany's war aims, Einstein could have expected to travelto former
Al l ied countries without fearing overt anti-German sentiment. Since the
end of World War I, however, he had not been officially invited except by
formerly neutral or Central porver European countries, such as Holland,
Switzerland, and Austria. Although the British Royal Astronomical Society
hacl considered awarding hirn their Gold Medal in 1920, the nomination
had ultimately failed to gain the majority needed, and Einstein's planned
trip to England to receive this honor had been canceled.

During 1920, Einstein received several invitattions to teach or lecture in
America. He toyed rvith the possibility of an extended lecture tour and ex-
changed letters rvith representatives of Coh,rmbia University, the University
of Wisconsitt, Harvard University, Princeton University, and the National
Academy of Sciences in Washington, D.C. By the end of the year, Einstein
was even studying English pronttnciation and was expecting to travel soon
to the United States. But by early I92l,it had become clear that, in the cli-
mate of postwar econon'ric hardships, not even American institutions of
higher learning could come up with the ambitious sum of fifteen thousand
dollars that Einstein was hoping to be paid for his u.s. lectures.

Distinguished European scientists had begun travelir-rg to America in
the previous two decades, received enthusiastically by an academic com-
munity eager to adopt the practice of research-oriented scientific educa-
tion that had taken hold, primarily at (lerman universities, since the late
nineteenth century. Physics, and theoretical physics in particular, had expe-
rienced extraordinary growth in Gerrnany since Hermann von Helmholtz,
Felix Klein, Max Planck, and other distinguished physicists had started the
intellectual revolution leading eventually to quantum physics and relativ-
ity, fields in which Einstein had made his most remarkable and lasting con-
tr ibutions between 1905 and 1915. It had been customary for American
students to travel to the great chen-rical and physical laboratories of tserlin
or Leipzig for postgraduate work and then to return and recast Arnerican
science departrnents at MIT or Caltech on the model of Gerrnan higher
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education, emphasizing independent research as an integral component of

scientific education.
At the L9O4 World's Fair in Saint l.ouis, a stellar gathering of European

scientists had delivered comprehensive lectures on the state of science at the

turn of the century, among them Max Weber, lacques Loeb, and Wilhelm

Ostr,vald. A year later, the eminent Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann

returned to the United States and ventured as far as Berkeley and the newly

founded Stanford University, where he lectured in English and was fre-

quer-rtly entertained by rnunificent donors, among them Mrs. Hearst and

Mrs. Leland Stanford. In an essay published that same year as "Trip of a
(lerrnan Professor to Eldorado," Boltzmann gave a vivid and entertaining

account of his sumlner sojourn in California, of American railroads, res-

taurants, prohibition, and the ubiquitous presence of a Euclid Avenue in

every city. Boltzmann was most impressed by the giant telescope of the l.ick

Observatory and the entrepreneurial spirit of American scientists and their
supporters and less impressed by the students in his class, whom he found
or"rly modestly prepared to deal with integrals and differentials.

Over the ensuing years, many other European physicists accepted invita-
tions to lecture at major American universities engaged in the new progres-
sive movement of social, economic, and increasingly vibrant educational
reform. With these reforms came growth in federal support of science. In
the early 1900s, through the efforts of the newly founded American Physi-
cal Society and scientists at Princeton, Columbia, Wisconsin, Harvard,
Cornell, and other institutions, physics departments expanded their labo-
ratories, faculty, and student enrollment, and "as though to syn'rbolize the
vitality of American physics, in 1907 Albert Michelson won his Nobel Prize
in physics."*

By 1914, the new atomic physics discovered in England and on the Con-
tinent was being taught at Princeton, at Chicago (where Robert Millikan
carried out his famous oil-drop experiments), at Harvard, and elsewhere.
Support for scientific research was growing through private funding agen-
cies, such as the Carnegie Institution, and industrial research laboratories
at companies such as AT&T, I)uPont, Westinghouse, and General Electric

*Ftlr a detir i lecl account clf thc del,elo1rrtrent of An"rcrican physics in the r 'etrrs befbre and aÍler Eir l-

stein's visit, see especial ly Danicl J. Kevlcs, The Physicists: The History of a Scientif c Community in Mod-

ern America (Canrbridge: Harr,ard University Press, 1995), 79.
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\vere increasingly attracting talented young physicists. But it was the out-

t'rreak of \Vorld War I that propelled American science onto its path of as-

cendancy and into the preeminent position it u,as to occupy for the rest of

the twentieth century.
The war caused a major rupture in inten-rational scientif ic relat ions,

lvith r,r,ide-rangir-rg repercussions for the further development of science.
With the recruitrnent by al l  bel l igerent countries of eugineers, chemists,

and physicists in the service of the nlost devastating and technological ly
advanced conflagration in history, the reestabl ishment of scholarly ex-

changes among former eltemy nations after l9l9 was a slow, cautious pro-

cess, fraught with resentment for manv. Marie Curie, the two-tinre Nobel

Prizervinner in chemistry ar-rd physics (who I'rad introdr"rced x-ra,v u'rachines

on ambulances on the French front), was received tr iumphantly on May

20, 1921, ttt the White House, rvhere she rvas prresented rvitl-r a gifi of one

gram of radium by President Harding. E,instein, however, \,vas ttc-rt invitecl

but had to content hirnself with meeting Harding as part of a delegation of

scientists. Even trvo years after the end of the u,ar, his German origin and

residence caused malty off ic ials to be cautious. Nevertl 'reless, as t l 're art ic les

so conscientiously collected and hunrorously annotated by Dr. Illy in the

present volume indicate, many representatives of local and state governments

and of academic establishments along the E,ast Coast sincerely rvelcomed
Einstein.

During his U.S. travels, Irinstein sprent consiclerable time in Nerv York

City and also visited New Brunswick, Washir-rgton,l).C., Chicago, Princeton,

Boston, New Haven, and Cleveland. I{e lectured at the College of the City

of New York, Columbitr, Princeton, the American Acaclemy of Arts and

Sciences, and the Zionist Society of Engineering and Agriculture. From the

tnore than 160 nert spaper reports cor-rtained in this cornprehensive collec-

tictn, holvever, one senses that he tried hardest to explain to reporters and

the general public, invariably through an inte rpreter, the essence of his the-

ory of relativity, its significance, and its usefulness.
T'his collection highlights the creation of tl're public image of Einstein,

and of relativity, at the hands of the press, the public, and of Einstein him-

self. His physical and emotional attributes, his pleasant, jocular, and at

times exasperated demeanor, his professorial attire atrd pecttliarities, his

eating habits and opinions on America were all dissected, reported, and re-
peated. Einstein's u,ife, Elsa, is also fully present in many articles. She appar-
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ently served as Eirtstein's interpreter on numerous occasions ancl also made
her own n'rark with the press and the various dignitaries they encountered.
Her English skills \vere evidently much better than E,instein's, and she rel-
ished entertainittg, recounting anecdotes, and replying to many questions
regarding Einstein's work habits in Berlin, his tastes and preferences, his
l ikes and disl ikes. She comes across as an energetic, deternl ined wonran, the
worldly companion to the maladroit savant.

The two months that Einstein spent in the United States cernented his
status as the scientific icon of the twentieth century. Einstein later entt-rarked
on a felv sintilar long journeys, to fapan and the Far East ancl to South
America. He returned to America a decade later as a r.isiting scientist at
Caltech for three successive rvinters, starting in January 193 1 . In early 1933,
while Einstein was in Pasadena, Hitler's Nazi regirne macle E,instein's return
to Germany impossible. His fifth and last transatlantic journey brought
Eirtstein to Neu, York in the fall of 1933, rvhen he took up his last academic
position as a trenrber of tl're newly founded Institute tbr Advanced Study
in Princeton, where he spent the last two decades of his life.

The United States had become his third honte country, a country that he
supported wholeheartedly during \ebrld War Il but whose misdeeds dur-
ing the McCarthy era he criticized equally vigorously. During the interwar
years he had served the ceruse of international reconciliation and pacifisnt
and had thrown the weight of his scientific reputation behind tl-re cause of
oppressed and disenfranchised Eastern European )ews. He joyously wel-
comed the fbunding of the State of Israel in 1948 but continued to advocate
tirelessly on behalf of peaceful coexistence and cooperation between fews
ar-rd Arabs. After 1945 the press and the world sarv Einstein as the "father of
the atonric bomb," on which he in fact never rvorked. He continr-red to f-eel
tr weight of responsibility for the devastations of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
und devoted the last decade of his life to promoting the civilian control of
nuclear energy ar-rd internartional nuclear disarmantent.

l)iana K. Buchwald
General Editor and Director
The Einstein Papers Project
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' Sing of Einstein's

Yiddishe peachtrees, sing of

Sleep among the cherryblossoms.

Sing of wise newspapers

That quote the great mathematician:

A little touch of

Einstein in the night-

-William Carlos Williams,
"St. Francis Einstein of the Daffodils" (FirstVersion), 1921

\Mhen Einstein joined Chaim Weizmann's tour of the United States in I92I
to gain support among American |ewry for the Zionist cause, his role was
to raise funds for the establishment of Hebrew University. Although news
coverage of the trip frequently focused on Weizmann's fierce disputes with
the leaders of American Zionism, I concentrate on Einstein for three rea-
sons.

First, in spite of Weizmann's leading role in the organization and aims
of the trip, the central figure in the American and English-language Zionist
press reports was Einstein, who just two years previously had gained world-
wide celebrity because of a successful test of his general theory of relativity.
As one journalist put it, "There is reason to believe that Prof. Einstein was
induced to accompany the mission in the hope that his presence would act
as a'tail to the kite.'And now lo and behold, contrary to all calculations
(except, perhaps, those based on the theory of relativity), the tail has be-
come the whole kite."

Second, Einstein did not participate in the fierce debate between the
Weizmann-led World Zionist Organization and the leaders of the Zion-
ist Organization of America (the "Brandeis-group"), although Einstein
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followed the debate and supported the views of Weizmann. The two sa-
lient points of the debate were (1) whether to build up the )ewish national
home in Palestine with private (Brandeis) or public funds (Weizmann's
Keren Hayesod) and (2) whether the Zionist organization should have a
federal system with independent member organizations (Brandeis) or the
Zionist Congress should be a parliament exerting central control (Weiz-
mann). (You see the parallel with the federalist and unionist viewpoints in
American history!) Weizmann won the debate in Cleveland with the help
of the majority of American Jews, the "Easterners" (i.e., those with roots in
Eastern Europe), against the official leaders of American lewry, who were
n'rostly "Westerners" (i.e., of ancestry from Germany).

A third reason for concentrating on Einstein is somewhat subjective.
Working for the Einstein Papers Project, I have learned that one should
be careful with newspaper zrccounts. As historical scholars, we collect each
scrap of newspraper with Einstein's name in it, but when fbrming scholarly
conclusions, we turn to them only as a last resort. As a result, we now have
a sizable collection of clippings, with interesting interviews, events, and
commentaries. We keep them in big, black steel cabinets that protect them
from floods, fires, earthquakes, and the eyes of readers, I fear. As a conser-
vation-minded person, I cannot tolerate this waste of intellectual treasure
and interesting reading.

A few words about the news reports presented herein. I had to use mi-
crofilm copies of the originals, often on the edge of legibility; hence tran-
scription was the only feasible option for their presentation.

Names are another problem. The reporters recorded the names by fol-
lowing their ears. Weitzmann, Weisemann, or Weizmann? These variants
cause no trouble because their contexts show they all stand for the name of
a well-known person, Chaim Weizmann. But what about Bernstein/Burst-
ein, Hurwitz/Hurevitz, Levin/Lewine, Timen/Teaman? I have left the spell-
ing variants untouched and apologize íf any find their ancestors' names
misspelled.

You might well wonder whether Einstein really was the kind of Zionist
that the journalists portrayed. For a recent discussion of this fundamental
issue, please see the seventh volume of The Collected Papers of Albert Ein-
stein.
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I enjoyed gathering these materials. I hope you will enjoy reading them,
evelt if not everything that was reported on E,instein is true. Indeed, you
may find pleasure in unraveling the roots of the errors-as did I.

I express my sincere thanks to Robert Schulmann and Diana Kormos-
Buchwald, for encouraging the whole venture; to Jane Dietrich, Rudy
Hirschmann, and Rosy Meiron for translating my English into theirs; to
Ze'ev Rosenkranz, for help in finding my way in fewish matters; and to
Daniel Kennefick, for his remarks on Irish matters.

I am grateful to Dr. Roni Grosz, curator of the Albert Einstein Archives,
for permission to publish the manuscript "Einstein on the Art of Inter-
viewing."

In collecting the sources and illustrations, I received indispensable help
from Maurita Baldock, New York University; Ieff Bridgers, Library of Con-
gress; Carol Butler, Brown Brothers, Sterling, Pennsylvania; J. Frank Cook,
University of Wisconsin; Erin M. Cosyn, Johns Hopkins University Press;
Rob Cox, American Philosophical Society; Richard Dreiser, Yerkes Obser-
vatory; Nancy Finlay, Connecticut Historical Society, Hartford; Walter G.
Heverly, University of Pittsburgh; Stella Hsu, National Institute of Stan-
dards; Barbara Kern, University of Chicago; Reuven Koffler, Central Zionist
Archive, lerusalem;Liezl Lao, Corbis Los Angeles; Heather Lindsay, Emilio
Segré VisualArchives, American Institute of Physics; Norbert Ludwig, Bil-
darchiv Preuí3ischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin; Karen Murphy, New York Uni-
versity; Clifford L. Muse lr., Howard University; Bill O'Hanlon, Stanford
University Libraries; Shadye Peyvan, Millikan Library, California Institute
of Technology; Linda f. Porter, Pittsfield, Massachusetts; Roberto Trujillo,
Stanford University Libraries; and Sydney C. Van Nort, City College of the
City LJniversity of New York.

Special thanks to Martin Schneider, the copyeditor of the book, for his
knowledgeable remarks and advice.

I am deeply grateful to Alice Calaprice for her invaluable help, which
made the publication of the book possible.


